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Ivaylo Slavov is a highly qualified entrepreneur and corporate executive specialized both in
developing start-up and established organizations. He has more than 20 years of international
experience in the fields of Information Technology, Financial Services, IT-Outsourcing, Business
Process Outsourcing and Human Resources.
Ivaylo has been working in different managerial roles at Microsoft, Adecco, SEB, Unisys,
Comparex (PC Ware) across EMEA.
He was a Board member of the Bulgarian Outsourcing Association and was actively working to
intensify the collaboration and communication with foreign associations in the IT and BPO sector
in order to bring Bulgaria back to the top preferred outsourcing destinations on a global level.
Ivaylo was also a co-chairman of the AmCham HR Committee and had taken the initiative to
develop effective working relationship between the AmCham members and the Ministry of Social
and Labor Policy, to provide them with the possibility to communicate directly and exchange more
information on relevant topics.
Ivaylo is а recognized entrepreneur and one of the active innovators, who work for the
development of the IT sector’s potential. This year he was recognized by Deloitte and Manager
Magazine as one of the top 10 managers in Bulgaria.
Ivaylo co-founded BULPROS in April 2010 and since then has been developing the company
culture based on growth, teamwork, empowerment and open communication. For 7 years under

his leadership the company has been constantly developing and doubled its size. Currently
BULPROS has over 1000 employees in14 offices in North America and Europe, which are also
its main target markets. The presence of BULPROS on the US business scene is a serious request
to all local partners for further joint initiatives in order to generate new business opportunities and
to reinforce the collaboration between both countries.

About BULPROS
BULPROS is an innovative global IT and BPO services, solutions and product provider, one of the
fastest growing technology companies, by latest rankings from Deloitte "Technology Fast 50 in
CE" and "Technology Fast 500 in Europe, Middle East, and Africa", Inc. 5000 Europe, Financial
Times 1000 Europe etc.
Its offerings include Industry Digitalization, IT Security, Collaboration, Application Modernization,
Infrastructure Transformation, Technology Services and Sales & Customer Services, with focus
on Manufacturing, Professional Services, Telecommunications, Healthcare, Retail, Financial
Services and Insurance.
BULPROS has established successful customer and partner relations with Fortune 500 IT
companies such as Cisco, Microsoft, IBM, Unisys, VMware, Siemens, T-Systems, SAP,
Hortonworks, Oracle, Red Hat etc. BULPROS is a co-founder of the Bulgarian Outsourcing
Association and a member of the American Chamber of Commerce and the German Outsourcing
Association.

